Papers are organized in this reference guide within subject area by surname. Subject areas are broad and should not be considered absolute. On the shelf, papers are organized by surname.

**AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS**


Brian Beddingfield, Sex Offender Management: California’s Approach. An Investigation of California’s Policies in Managing Sex Offenders (2011) Advisors William Muir and Terri Bimes

Jonah Berger-Cahn, Negativity in American Politics: Does Big Money Drive Affective Polarization Among Voters? (2018) Advisors Terri Bimes and Sarah Anzia


Derek Bonett, The Exploitative Potential of Pocketbook Voting: the President as Distributive Actor (2013) Advisors Terri Bimes and Sean Gailmard

Claudia Carvajal, Narrowing the Gap: The Importance of Education in Business Ownership Rates Among Latinos (2012) Advisors Terri Bimes and Rodney Hero

Rebecca Catlett, Methyl Bromide Policy Puzzle: The Role of Interest Groups on Legislation and Regulation (2016) Advisors Terri Bimes and Rob Van Houweling

Rex Chinchilla, The Capitol’s Obsession with Capital: Rethinking our Representatives’ Reliance on Reverse Revolvers (2017) Advisors Terri Bimes, Rob Van Houweling and Joshua Kalla


Emma Cunningham, Climbing the Ladder of Engagement: Effects of Low-Cost Political Participation (2016) Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler

Angelo Dagonel, Employee Verification and Unauthorized Workers (2018) Advisors Terri Bimes and Gabriel Lenz


Grayson Ineichen Dimick, The Hierarchy of Needs: Understanding the Political Socialization of California’s Foster Youth Through the Lens of Independent Living Programs (2017) Advisors Terri Bimes and Ted Lempert

Vi Do Health Care Reform in America: Current State-Level Trends (2008) Advisors Professor John Zysman and Terri Bimes

Alina Enoiu, The Healthy Corner Store: Reducing Food Insecurity in Oakland, California (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Margaret Weir


Adam Brooks Fefer, Choosing Assumptions in Rational Choice Theories of Delegation (2016) Advisors Terri Bimes and Sean Gailmard


Charlotte Hayward, Measuring Success in Pretrial Services: Evaluating Models in San Francisco Through Qualitative Analysis (2018) Advisors Terri Bimes and Amy Lerman

Cristina Aide Henriquez, Strategic Action for Court Control (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Robert Van Houweling


Beckett Kelly, Obamacare versus Romneycare: Partisan Signals in the Battle over Health Care Reform (2017) Advisors Terri Bimes and Laura Stoker

Sophie Khan, Beyond the SES Model: A Look at South Asian Political Participation in the United States (2017) Advisors Terri Bimes, Jennifer Bussell, and Laura Stoker


Nicholas Kitchel, Why They Voted: Youth Political Participation in the 21st Century (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Rodney Hero


Julia Konstantinovsky, Breeding Rights: The Republican Mother’s Legacy on Women’s Rights Activism in the United States (2018) Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler


Chao Liu, Hearing Every Rhythm: Minority Rap Consumption as Political Socialization (2018) Advisors Terri Bimes and Taeku Lee


Jocelyn Ma, Why so Blue? An Analysis of California’s Turnover into a Democratic State (2013) Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler


James McVey, Think Tank or Interest Group? Examining the Heritage Foundation’s True Position in America’s Policy Making Landscape (2016) Advisors Terri Bimes and Paul Pierson

Dayana Vili Medevsky, Does History Repeat Itself, or Does it Rhyme? Examining the Role of Public Opinion in Precipitating the Onset of a New “New Deal” for the American People (2009) Advisors Terri Bimes and Jack Citrin


Steven A. Mills, Who is Watching Whom? Examining the Relationship between Intelligence Reform, Party Control, and Intelligence Oversight (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Christopher Ansell

Jeffrey Myers, Measuring a Gerrymander: Impact of Redistricting Entities on Partisan Bias, 1982-2016 (2017) Advisors Terri Bimes and Gabriel Lenz


Aseem Pradeep Padukone, The Discharge Petition: An Effective Tool for Political Maneuvering or a Meaningless Tradition? (2009) Advisors Terri Bimes and Sean Gailmard

Raquel Pelke, Do Republican Women Favor Gender or Partisanship? An Examination of Female Legislative Roles in Relation to the “War on Women” (2013) Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler

Nicholas Perry, Elucidating the Rise of the Private Military Industry in the United States (2008) Advisors Professor Giacomo Chiozza and Terri Bimes


Rodolpho Rivera Aquino, Revisiting the Hollow Prize: Understanding the Linkage Between Descriptive-Substantive Representation in California’s Council-Manager Cities (2015) Advisors Terri Bimes and Margaret Weir


Danielle Serbin, The Unbreakable Glass Ceiling? The Impact of Political Parties on Women’s Underrepresentation in the United States Congress (2009) Advisors Terri Bimes and David Karol


Kyra Sikora, Staff Matters: Explaining the Success of Bay Area Education Foundations (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Max Nieman


Veena Subramanian, Youth Behind Bars: Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI) and Public Safety in New Jersey, Missouri, and Virginia (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Amy Lerman


Emmie Tran, Unions in the Fight for Universal Health Care: Leading Advocate or Ultimate Impediment? (2010) Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler


Or-el Vaknin, Voter Engagement: Has Election Day Registration Increased Turnout? (2016) Advisors Terri Bimes and Jack Citrin


Merrill Weber, Super Attacks from Super PACS? Examining the Connection between Super PACs and Negative Advertising (2016) Advisors Terri Bimes and Jack Citrin


Brian Michael Weissenberg, The Individualist Court: Naked Public School, Clothed Public Square (2011) Advisors Martin Shapiro and Terri Bimes


Lynn Yu, Supreme Impact: The Supreme Court and the Discourse on Diversity (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Sean Farhang

Annie Zanobini, Female Gubernatorial Candidates: Strategies for Overcoming Gendered Perceptions of Viability (2011) Advisors Eric Schickler and Terri Bimes

COMPARATIVE POLITICS

Marissa Lei Aclan, Office or Offspring? Reevaluating German and Japanese Female Welfare System (2018) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Jonah Levy


Godwin Aka, Contentious Politics: Movements in the Niger Delta (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and M. Steven Fish


Ahmad Mustafa Asir, The Development and Clientelist State of Japan: An Examination of the DPJ reforms and its Impacts on Japan (2011) Advisors Steven Vogel and Terri Bimes


Jacqueline Barocio, Immigrant Refugee Political Socialization: An Analysis of Political Participation Among Vietnamese-Americans (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Khatharya Um


Nicholas Bondar-Netis, Welcome Back, Yanukovych: Why Ukrainian Voters Decreased their Level of Support for Democracy in the 2010 Elections (2011) Advisors M. Steven Fish and Amy Gurowitz


Daniel Chen, Authoritarianism and Democratization in East Asia: A Study of Civil Society (2013) Advisors Terri Bimes, T.J. Pempel and M. Steven Fish

Michelle Chern, Swatting Flies or Beating Tigers? The Internet and China’s War on Corruption (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Peter Lorentzen

Gloria Cheung, Democracy after the Arab Spring: How has the Experience of the Arab Spring Influenced Perceptions of Democracy in Egypt and Tunisia? (2017) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Steve Fish


Jillian Marie Cook, Democracy Dangling like a Lollipop: Explaining Singapore’s Atypical Political Development (2009) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and T.J. Pempel


Jonathan Drennan, Why has the CRPD not been Implemented Effectively in Non-Western Countries (2015) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Sue Schweik


Pavol Elsig, Differences in Educational Performance (2009) Advisors Terri Bimes and Laura Stoker


Juliana M. Fehrenbacher, Surrogate Motherhood: Legal Contestation and Rival Conceptions of Feminism (2012) Advisors Terri Bimes and David Collier

Eleanor Freund, Realpolitik in the Middle Kingdom: China and the Proliferation of Nuclear Technology (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Lowell Dittmer


Stuti Ginodia, Economic Mobility in Indian Slums: Stories from Dharavi (2016) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Carolina Reid

Zuzanna Gruca, He who Saves One Life: Examining Polish Aid to Jews During the Holocaust (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Jason Wittenberg


Casey Harless, Bringing GMOs to the Table: The Role of Environmental and Consumer Interest Groups in Influencing GMO Policy in the EU and the USA (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and David Vogel


Judge Robert Hensley, A Hungry Stomach Has No Ears: An Analysis of Public Social Services & Faith-Based NGOs in Uganda (2009) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Leonardo Arriola

Ariel Hsian-Au Hsiung, Interpreting the Sichuan Earthquake: Civil Society or Participant Culture? (2012) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Kevin O'Brien


Julia Kuchman, Prison Reform in Latin America (2014) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Helene Silverberg

Shweta Kumar, The Role of Community Based Organizations in South Africa’s Local Protests: A Case Study of Makause and Thembelihile Informal Settlements (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Leo Arriola

Lauren Levy, Collective Leadership in the Arab Spring Revolts: Fueled by Social Media, Powered by the People (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and David Collier

Amy Tiffany Loo, Rationality or Politics? Examining the Role of Japanese Bureaucracy in Immigration Control (2018) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Keiko Yamanaka


Kathleen Manis, Democratization in the Muslim World: The Influence of Secularism and the Detrimental Effect of Fundamentalism (2008) Advisors M. Steven Fish and Amy Gurowitz

Elizabeth Marsolais, The Arab Spring and the Coercive Apparatus: Defection in Tunisia, Egypt, Bahrain, and Libya (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Peter Lorentzen

Pierce C. McClory, Chinese Information and Communications Technology: A Techno-Nationalist Dilemma (2011) Advisors Peter Lorentzen and Amy Gurowitz

Anne Meng, Social Capital and Political Signaling: Citizen and State Empowerment in Contemporary China (2009) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Kevin O’Brien


David Mitnick, Infected Sovereignty: Cooperation Between China and the WHO in Combating and Preventing SARS and Avian Influenza (2007) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Christopher Ansell

Ekaterina Moiseeva, Russian High-End Prostitution through Cultural and Social Perspectives (2011) Advisors M. Steven Fish and Amy Gurowitz


Chris Mullaney, Terrorists or Martyrs? Narrative Biases in Israeli and Palestinian News Media (2017) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Hatem Bazian

Angelo Nogueru, Achieving Olympic Gold: Citius, Altius, Fortius in Political and Economic Development (2009) Advisors Terri Bimes and Hong Yung Lee


Yun Ru Phua, Ruling the Minds of the People: How the Chinese Communist Party Reestablishes Popular Legitimacy (2016) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Peter Lorentzen


Cloe Ragot, Absent from Europe: A Comparison of the Political Strategies of Far-Right Parties at the National and European Union Levels (2014) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Jonah Levy


Grant Richman, Conciliatory Dragon or Dogmatic Dragon: Variance in China’s Territorial Dispute Strategy (2016) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Darren Zook

Amanda Sadra, Coptic Christians, the Muslim Brotherhood, the Armed Forces, and the State Cycles of Inclusion and Exclusion in Egyptian Politics (2014) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and David Collier

Reza Safai, Iran’s Continuing Nuclear Pursuit: An Examination of Key Motivations (2013) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Darioush Zahedi

Sam Sami, Forces of Change: Female Educational Advancement in Post-Revolution Iran (2007) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Steven Fish

Elizabeth Sanchez, Mexico’s Militarized Anti-Narcotics Strategy and Prospects for Democratic Consolidation (2012) Advisors Terri Bimes and M. Steven Fish


Robert Bradley Shaffer, Melting Ice and Tangled Nets: Litigation and Conservation Policy in the US, Australia, and Canada (2012) Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Biber

Judith Sijstermans, Explaining the Perseverance of ‘Independence in Europe’: Strategic Motivations for Minority Nationalist Pro-Europeanism (2014) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Christopher Ansell

Cameron Silverberg, The Dragon, the Lion, and the Ballot Box: Evaluating China’s Impact on democracy in Africa (2016) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Leonardo Arriola

Bonifacio Sison, Origami Constitution: Japan’s Manifold Interpretations of its Pacifist Clause (2016) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and T.J. Pempel


Scott Strgacich, Tehran’s Pragmatism: Iranian Strategic Culture After the Nuclear Deal (2018) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Crystal Chang

Monica Thammarath, What’s in it for You? The Reception of Southeast Asian Refugees by the United States, Canada, and Australia (2008) Advisors Khatarya Um and Amy Gurowitz

Ariel Toft, ‘I am also at a Loss’: Justice for Individuals and State Communities at the International Criminal Tribunal of the former Yugoslavia (2008) Advisors David Cohen and Amy Gurowitz


Kei Wakabayashi, Decoding Japanese Attitudes on Defense: An Examination and Analysis of Public Opinion Polls (2011) Advisors Steven Vogel and Terri Bimes

Fa-Shen Vincent Wang, Charismatic Succession: A Comparative Study of the Kims in North Korea and the Chiangs in Taiwan (2013) Advisors Terri Bimes and Lowell Dittmer
**INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS**

- **Amir Abadi**, Iran’s Nuclear Program: Rational or Irrational? A Case for Regime Rationality (2009) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Ron Hassner*
- **Madeleine Ayer**, Justice Seen to be Done? Restructuring Victim Participation at the International Criminal Court (2016) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Helene Silverberg*
- **Charles Ayers**, Nationalism vs Networks: The Impact of Complex Economic Interdependence of Northeast Asian Territorial Disputes (2016) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and T.J. Pempel*
- **Hanin Benchohra**, Countering Violent Extremism Policy: A Critical Look through the Lens of Islamophobia (2016) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Hatem Bazian*
- **Leore Ben-Chorin**, Terrorist Organizational Structure: To Decentralize or Not To Decentralize (2014) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Ron Hassner*
- **Taylor Brink**, State Cooperation with the ICC (2014) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Helene Silverberg*
- **Filip Bozinovic**, Counter-Terror Policy in France and the United States in the Post-9/11 Era: Divergence by Design or Curious Convergence? (2018) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Jonah Levy*
- **Clara Carleton**, Weighing the Consequences: Examining why the United States Government Releases Guantanamoy Bay Detainees (2016) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Michael Mattes*
- **Kamryn Claridge**, “Repression” and “Inclusion”: Explaining Two Approaches to European Counterterrorism Policy since 9/11 (2016) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Jonah Levy*
- **Erin Curley**, The Determinants of Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration’s Success (2017) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Helene Silverberg*
- **Joshua Curtis**, Feeding the Dragon’s Fire: Is China’s and the United States’ Increased Oil Resources Competition in Top Oil-Exporting Nations Leading to Heightened Diplomatic Conflict Between the U.S. and Top Oil Exporters? (2011) *Advisors Peter Lorentzen and Terri Bimes*
- **Lauren Dansey**, Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralization: A Failure of Regionalism? (2011) *Advisors Vinod Aggarwal and Amy Gurowitz*
- **Adam J. Flores**, The Legalization of Self-Defense under the United Nations (2007) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Giacomo Chiozza*
- **Heuisu Kim**, Similar Starting Points, Differing Trajectories: Immigrant Rights in Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan (2017) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and T.J. Pempel*
- **Daniel Kolta**, China’s Real Challenge: A Positivist Human Rights Model (2007) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Ron Hassner*
- **Scarlette Li**, What Works and What Doesn't for U.S. Policies toward Chinese Human Rights Violations (2017) *Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Peter Lorentzen*

Robert Nelson, Crossed Interests: The Role of the India Lobby in America’s Battle Against Al Qaeda (2011) Advisors Vinod Aggarwal and Amy Gurowitz


Vienna Poiesz, Arctic Governance in the Face of Climate Change (2014) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Daniel Kammen

Mikaela Rear, From Rebellion to Relief: Post-Disaster State-Insurgency Relations (2015) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Aila Matanock


Byron Ruby, Conflict or Cooperation? Arctic Geopolitics and Climate Change (2011) Advisors Ron Hassner and Amy Gurowitz

Katherine Saad, EU Peacekeeping Intervention in Practice: Current and Future Policy in Africa (2008) Advisors Beverly Crawford and Amy Gurowitz


Allison M. Sloan, A Role for Transgovernmental Networks in International Competition Policy Development (2007) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Christopher Ansell


William James Stewart, Divided We Fall: Division, Indecision, and Disintegration in Iraq (2016) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Peter Bartu

Kathleen Tierney, The Empire Strikes Back: Why Western Sanctions on Russia have Backfired” (2017) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and George Breslauer


Jobel Vecino, United by Necessity: Conditions for Institutional Cooperation Against Cybercrime (2018) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Vinod Aggarwal

Elizabeth Vissers, Crude World: China’s Oil Diplomacy with Pariahs (2013) Advisors Terri Bimes, T.J. Pempel and Vinod Aggarwal


Andrew Woo, Caught in the Crossfire: Explanations of Insurgency Use of Indiscriminate Violence (2015) Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Aila Matanock
**POLITICAL THEORY AND PHILOSOPHY**

_Sasha Campbell_, Equality as Citizenship: The Next Chapter for Centrist Theory (2010) _Advisors Terri Bimes and M. Steven Fish_


_Ryan Fletcher_, Lessons of the Past: A Study of the Demagogue from Ancient Athens to the American Founding (2017) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Daniel Lee_

_Joseph Gordon_, Democratic Culture in America (2018) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler_

_John David Greenwood_, The Hubris of Rationality: Towards a Critique of America’s Popular Political Culture (2008) _Advisors Wendy Brown and Terri Bimes_

_Artem Ivanov_, Lockeian Natural Law And Democracy (2018) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Daniel Lee_

_Johnny Lovell_, John Locke and the Political Relevance of Natural Law (2011) _Advisors Kinch Hoekstra and Amy Gurowitz_


_Omid Mohamadi_, An Inquiry into the War on Terror from the Theoretical Perspectives of Antonio Gramsci and Michel Foucault (2008) _Advisors Wendy Brown and Terri Bimes_


_James Tate_, The Icarus Dilemma (2011) _Advisors Kinch Hoekstra and Amy Gurowitz_

_Albert Yeh_, Foucault and Freedom (2009) _Advisors Amy Gurowitz and Paul Thomas_

**POLITICAL BEHAVIOR**

_Gyu Hyung Choi_, The Supreme Court, Public Opinion, and the Affordable Care Act: The Stability of Partisan Cleavage over Health Care (2016) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Sean Farhang_

_Emma Cunningham_, Climbing the Ladder of Engagement: Effects of Low-Cost Political Participation (2016) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler_

_Mazelle Etessami_, Stand up for their Rights: An Exploration of the Motivations and Mechanisms Behind Non-Identity Activism (2018) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Amy Lerman_


_Roxanna Ramzipoor_, Pressing the Attack: The Strategic Function of Underground Literature (2015) _Advisors Amy Gurowitz & M. Steven Fish_

_Or-el Vaknin_, Voter Engagement: Has Election Day Registration Increased Turnout? (2016) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Jack Citrin_

_Joshua White_, Occupational Hazard: Ballot Occupation as a Proxy for Party in Low-Information Elections (2013) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Gabriel Lenz_

**PUBLIC LAW AND JURISPRUDENCE**


_Cristina Aide Henriquez_, Strategic Action for Court Control (2014) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Robert Van Houweling_

_Joy Hmura_, Throwing Away the Key: Analyzing Incarceration Rate Variation Among States (2013) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Chris Ansell_

_Andrew Lam_, Politics on the Bench: Examining the Relationship Between Ideology, Judicial Selection, and State Supreme Court Rulings (2018) _Advisors Terri Bimes and Eric Schickler_
Divya Musinipally, United We Stand: Wiretapping and the Necessity of a Unitary Constitution in Foreign Affairs (2010) Advisors Terri Bimes and Gordon Silverstein


Veena Subramanian, Youth Behind Bars: Juvenile Detention Alternatives Initiative (JDAI) and Public Safety in New Jersey, Missouri, and Virginia (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Amy Lerman


Lynn Yu, Supreme Impact: The Supreme Court and the Discourse on Diversity (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Sean Farhang

PUBLIC ORGANIZATION, ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

Kyra Sikora, Staff Matters: Explaining the Success of Bay Area Education Foundations (2014) Advisors Terri Bimes and Max Nieman
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